### Action Areas

#### Key deliverables for the 2022 GPEDC Summit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action Areas</th>
<th>Substantive outcomes of Action Areas (e.g. case studies, toolkits, papers)</th>
<th>Advocacy, outreach, communication to mobilise constituencies (e.g. key meetings, side events and road to the summit events)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **AA 1.1** Demonstrating the impact of effectiveness | ✓ Research project’s final report and interim working papers on Effectiveness to Impact  
✓ Effectiveness to impact initiatives | ✓ A research conference held prior to the 2022 Summit  
✓ As part of the Road to the Summit: European Development Days  
✓ Communication: Media articles, blogs videos on initiatives |
| **AA 1.2 Support to statistical capacity and data** | ✓ Scoping paper on best practices (see [here](#)).  
✓ Bern Call to Action for effective support to national statistical systems and the use of data for development (see [here](#)) | ✓ Outreach: regional workshop with African countries and KOICA Lap on statistics, global expert workshop  
✓ Communication: Outreach and global consultation on the Bern call to action  
✓ As part of the Road to the Summit: WB Panel on Data |
| **AA 2.1 Private sector partnerships** | ✓ Toolkit on the implementation of the Kampala Principles for development partners, partner countries, civil society, trade unions and the private sector (*currently being finalised*).  
✓ Assessment of the Kampala Principles as part of the new GPEDC monitoring framework (see *monitoring proposal*)  
✓ Guidance Note on Kampala Principles implementation in the private sector by the Business Call to Action (BCTA) (*forthcoming*)  
✓ Case studies to illustrate the KPs in Bangladesh, Colombia, the Philippines and Uganda prepared by the Business Leader Caucus  
✓ CSO Handbook on Private Sector Engagement (see link)  
✓ Kampala Principles have informed practices, including donors’ policy frameworks on PSE, and been referenced e.g. in a case study related to the G7 Comprehensive Accountability Report. | ✓ Expanded engagement with business platforms (BLC network development)  
✓ As part of the Road to the Summit:  
  o Action Dialogues also covering PSE (Tunisia, Colombia, Indonesia and Peru), which led to multi-stakeholder dialogue on how to use Kampala Principles nationally  
  o Roundtable discussions on individual Kampala Principles with a pioneering network of business leaders (with BCTA)  
✓ Communication: Innovative BLC communications and outreach strategy to broaden reach of the Kampala Principles |
| **AA 2.2 Triangular development co-operation** | ✓ Pilot study with the BRICS Policy Center on the implementation of the voluntary guidelines for effective triangular co-operation (South Africa, Colombia, Indonesia).  
✓ Lessons learned to guide further implementation of the voluntary guidelines for effective triangular co-operation. | ✓ As part of the Road to the Summit: Pre-meeting to highlight the implementation of the voluntary guidelines for effective triangular co-operation  
✓ Communication: A “GPI Marketplace” networking event for triangular cooperation led by the Global Partnership Initiative (GPI). |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action Area</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **AA 2.3 South-south co-operation** | ✓ **Country pilots** (Colombia, Mexico, El Salvador, Cape Verde, Kenya, Rwanda, Bangladesh, Indonesia): SSC effectiveness monitoring frameworks produced and tested by a number of countries in all regions  
✓ Key elements of SSC **integrated in the reformed GPEDC monitoring framework**  
✓ A **synthesis report** on the status of the effectiveness of SSC and lessons learnt from the piloting exercise in different countries.  
✓ **Paper on the effectiveness of SSC**, produced with UNDP JST and the UNDP Seoul Policy Center  
✓ **As part of the Road to the Summit**: Pre-meeting on South-South cooperation in the African region, led by Rwanda and other African countries  
✓ **As part of the Road to the Summit**: International Day on South-South Cooperation, Meeting of the Community of Practice on Measurement of South-South Cooperation |
| **AA 2.4 Civil society partnerships** | ✓ Updated version of a **best practices compendium** (including possibly a policy note or statement including specific or targeted policy recommendations)  
✓ **Country-level initiatives** carried out by individual AA members will include multi-stakeholder dialogues, advocacy material and mapping of other good practices  
✓ **Policy note or statement including specific or targeted policy recommendations**  
✓ **As part of the Road to the Summit**: Convene a global dialogue in the lead up to Summit, CPDE annual secretariat meeting |
| **AA 2.5 Reinforcing foundations’ engagement** | ✓ **Toolkit** with tailored guidance for development agencies, partner country governments and foundations to ensure effective partnering with the philanthropic sector at country level.  
✓ **Communication**: Outreach strategy to promote toolkit and multi-stakeholder collaboration through social media, videos and joint statements  
✓ **As part of the Road to the Summit**: Side meetings at UN High-Level Political Forum in July 2022 on Development Effectiveness. |
| **AA 2.6 Development effectiveness at subnational level** | ✓ Updated **policy paper** on local governments and development cooperation  
✓ **Mobilization through the main 2022 milestones**: UN High-Level Meeting on the New Urban Agenda, World Urban Forum, High-Level Political Forum and mobilisation of African members and leaders at Africités  
✓ **As part of the Road to the Summit**: Local and regional leader’s summit, |
| **AA 2.7: Effective multilateral support** | ✓ **Series of working papers** on multi-laterals role in enabling the effectiveness principles in development cooperation efforts  
✓ Report on effective, principle-aligned donorship to multi-laterals  
✓ **As part of the Road to the Summit**: FFD in April, HLPF in July, DCF (tbc)  
✓ Communication and outreach on the power of the 4 principles for effective development cooperation to push partnership policies forward. |
| **Strategic Priority 3 Leveraging Monitoring for Action** | ✓ **New Monitoring Proposal**  
✓ **Stakeholder group specific virtual consultations on monitoring process and framework.**  
✓ **Benin Workshop** on the monitoring reform  
✓ Country-level engagement and advocacy through **Action Dialogues and Use of Results** |